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Abstract:

Deep-water  formation at  the surface of the Arctic  region generates the great  oceanic

conveyor belt:  the movement of water distributes nutrients and propagules,  triggering

ecosystem functioning at a planetary level. The Mediterranean Sea is a miniaturized ocean

that functions in the same way as the global ocean. The incoming Gibraltar Current and the

outgoing Intermediate Levantine Current exchange the water in the basin, but only in the

first 500 m. Vertical mixing is linked to the presence of the three main sites of deep water

formation (the cold engines) that represent the “Arctic” of the system: in the Gulf of Lions,

the northern Adriatic and the north Aegean cold, oxygen-rich and dense surface waters

sink through canyons and reach the deeper parts of the sub-basins, reviving them and

pushing up the spent deep waters, rich in nutrients. Global warming might impair these

cascading  phenomena,  and  the  northern  Adriatic  engine  stopped already  for  a  certain

period.  These  large-scale  phenomena  are  superimposed to  smaller  scale  dynamics.  A

system of 500 canyons indents the Mediterranean shelf and might play a further role in

linking  the  deep  sea  with  coastal  systems,  since  canyons  induce  the  formation  of

upwellings  that  revive  coastal  systems  with  the  nutrients  accumulated  in  the  deep.

Canyons  might  act  as  auxiliary  engines  to  the  cold  engines.  The  shape  of  the  coast,

furthermore, generates gyres and eddies that concentrate nutrients and propagules. The 



portions  of  marine  systems  where  production  phenomena  are  generated  by  the

intertwining  of  physical,  chemical,  biological  and ecological  processes are  the  cells  of

ecosystem  functioning.  Their  identification,  the  understanding  of  their  functioning,  the

detection of the links that connect them and the history of their evolution also linked to

human use are a precondition to the management and protection of marine systems. In this

framework the Mediterranean Sea is a small-scale replica of the global ocean: a gigantic

macrocosm where global phenomena can be studied at ease. 
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